ACCESSORIES

Now the fine tuning.

Choose from our wide range of SEAT Genuine Accessories and let your car reflect your personal style, equipped for the life you lead. Specifically designed and fully tested to give your car outstanding functionality, safety and quality, all SEAT Genuine Accessories come with a two-year warranty* (unless otherwise stated in the model accessories brochures), extended to three years† when bought and fitted before registration of a brand new vehicle.

When you purchase your SEAT with SEAT Finance you can include the cost of accessories on your SEAT Finance agreement (subject to status) and spread the costs over the period of your loan. So make your SEAT your own and enjoy every mile and opportunity with genuine peace of mind. Every day.

* Applies to SEAT Genuine Accessories only. † Applies to SEAT Genuine Accessories only. Up to 2-year warranty on others.

Now the fine tuning.
ONLINE ACCESSORY ORDERING
Quick, easy, online and fitted at your Dealer. Just ‘click+go’. Visit seat.co.uk/accessories to view accessories available for each model.

ONLINE ACCESSORY ORDERING
Quick, easy, online and fitted at your Dealer. Just ‘click+go’. Visit seat.co.uk/accessories to view accessories available for each model.

ONLINE ACCESSORY ORDERING
Quick, easy, online and fitted at your Dealer. Just ‘click+go’. Visit seat.co.uk/accessories to view accessories available for each model.

SEAT ACCESSORY PACKS
Adventure pack

Whatever you have planned, our Adventure pack gives you a hassle-free system with roof bars and surfboard, ski or bike holder, as well as peace of mind with the vehicle safety kit and protective loadliner.

ADVENTURE PACK
Roof bars
Genuine SEAT Accessory front and rear roof bars with anti-theft system — designed to be strong, durable and easy to install.

ADVENTURE PACK
Protective loadliner
Flexible plastic protector, perfectly fitted and provided for the boot area.

ADVENTURE PACK
Vehicle safety kit
Complete SEAT safety kit which includes these essential items: warning triangle, high visibility vest, first aid kit and torch.

ADVENTURE PACK
Surfboard, ski or bike holder
Aluminium rack with plastic covering and rubber supports. With an anti-theft locking device. Used together with roof bars.
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STYLING PACK

Side skirts
Side skirts emphasize a vehicle’s lines, giving a dynamic side view with ground hugging contours. Made of a hard-wearing material, they can resist high stress.

STYLING PACK

Tailgate spoiler
Aerodynamic and impact resistant, tough yet sleek, tailgate spoiler. Whether used as is or with other exterior styling accessories, it will make a lasting impression.

STYLING PACK

Front styling colour insert and trim
Decorative front trim to accessorize the front bumper adding off-road design. Front styling colour insert available in 4 colours; Samoa Orange, Connect Blue, Crossover Silver and Emocion Red.

STYLING PACK

Rear styling colour insert and trim
Decorative rear trim to accessorize the rear bumper adding off-road design. Rear styling colour insert available in 4 colours; Samoa Orange, Connect Blue, Crossover Silver and Emocion Red.

STYLING PACK

Side door mouldings
Side moulding consisting of two pieces that cover the lower area of the doors. Silver colour. Provides strength and design to the side of the vehicle.

STYLING PACK

Fog light moulding
Front moulding consisting of two pieces that cover the lower area of the fog light. Silver colour. Provides strength and design to the front of the vehicle.

SEAT ACCESSORY PACKS

Make your SEAT as individual as you are with these super stylish exterior styling accessories, designed especially for your model – and fitted by your SEAT dealer to enhance its look. Candy White, Anthracite Black.

£995

IBIZA SC  I  IBIZA 5DR  I  LEON SC  I  LEON 5DR

£1255

ATECA

SEAT ACCESSORY PACKS

These made-for-SEAT styling accessories have been designed to make driving truly dynamic experience – unique design combines sportiness with elegance of movement.

£1055
SEAT ACCESSORY PACKS

Protection pack.

- Protective loadliner
  - Flexible plastic loadliner that perfectly fits and protects the boot area.

- Rubber mats
  - These tough rubber mats are designed specifically for your SEAT model. Ideal for heavy duty use, with a wipe clean surface to protect the car's interior.

PROTECTION PACK

- Mud flaps
  - Front and rear mud flaps. Protect the car body from materials projected by the front wheels during driving.

- Child-monitoring mirror
  - Keep a closer eye on the kids in the back with this useful mirror. It fixes easily to the windscreen or the dashboard using a suction-cup mounting.

- Seat cover
  - Washable cover that is easy to clean. Adapted for use in combination with any child seat. The three built-in net bags are useful for storing small items.

- Protective loadliner
  - Flexible plastic loadliner that perfectly fits and protects the boot area.

FAMILY PACK – INFANT PACK

- RECARO Privia
  - RECARO Privia for ages birth up to 15 months.

- Child-monitoring mirror
  - Keep a closer eye on the kids in the back with this useful mirror. Think twice to the windshield or the dashboard using a suction-cup mounting.

- Seat cover
  - Available cover that is easy to clean. Adapted for use in combination with any child seat. The three built-in net bags are useful for storing small items.

FAMILY PACK – INFANT/YOUNG PACK

- RECARO Monza Nova 1s
  - RECARO Monza Nova 1s for ages birth up to 15 months.

- Child-monitoring mirror
  - Keep a closer eye on the kids in the back with this useful mirror. Think twice to the windshield or the dashboard using a suction-cup mounting.

- Seat cover
  - Available cover that is easy to clean. Adapted for use in combination with any child seat. The three built-in net bags are useful for storing small items.

FAMILY PACK – YOUNG PACK

- RECARO Monza Nova 2s
  - RECARO Monza Nova 2s for ages from 9 months – 12 years. With integrated SEATFIX makes ISOFIX ready.

- Child-monitoring mirror
  - Keep a closer eye on the kids in the back with this useful mirror. Think twice to the windshield or the dashboard using a suction-cup mounting.

- Seat cover
  - Available cover that is easy to clean. Adapted for use in combination with any child seat. The three built-in net bags are useful for storing small items.

SEAT ACCESSORY PACKS

Infant pack

- RECARO Privia
  - RECARO Privia for ages birth up to 15 months.

- Child-monitoring mirror
  - Keep a closer eye on the kids in the back with this useful mirror. Think twice to the windshield or the dashboard using a suction-cup mounting.

- Seat cover
  - Available cover that is easy to clean. Adapted for use in combination with any child seat. The three built-in net bags are useful for storing small items.

- Protective loadliner
  - Flexible plastic loadliner that perfectly fits and protects the boot area.

Pack contains:
- RECARO Privia
- Child-monitoring mirror
- Seat cover
- Protective loadliner

Price: £350

IBIZA  I  LEON  I  ATECA  I  ALHAMBRA

Young pack

- RECARO Monza Nova 2s
  - RECARO Monza Nova 2s for ages from 9 months – 12 years. With integrated SEATFIX makes ISOFIX ready.

- Child-monitoring mirror
  - Keep a closer eye on the kids in the back with this useful mirror. Think twice to the windshield or the dashboard using a suction-cup mounting.

- Seat cover
  - Available cover that is easy to clean. Adapted for use in combination with any child seat. The three built-in net bags are useful for storing small items.

Pack contains:
- RECARO Monza Nova 2s
- Child-monitoring mirror
- Seat cover
- Protective loadliner

Price: £320

IBIZA  I  LEON  I  ATECA  I  ALHAMBRA

- RECARO Monza Nova 1s
  - RECARO Monza Nova 1s for ages birth up to 15 months.

- Child-monitoring mirror
  - Keep a closer eye on the kids in the back with this useful mirror. Think twice to the windshield or the dashboard using a suction-cup mounting.

- Seat cover
  - Available cover that is easy to clean. Adapted for use in combination with any child seat. The three built-in net bags are useful for storing small items.

Pack contains:
- RECARO Monza Nova 1s
- Child-monitoring mirror
- Seat cover
- Protective loadliner

Price: £178

IBIZA  I  LEON  I  ATECA  I  ALHAMBRA

- RECARO Monza Nova 1s
  - RECARO Monza Nova 1s for ages birth up to 15 months.

- Child-monitoring mirror
  - Keep a closer eye on the kids in the back with this useful mirror. Think twice to the windshield or the dashboard using a suction-cup mounting.

- Seat cover
  - Available cover that is easy to clean. Adapted for use in combination with any child seat. The three built-in net bags are useful for storing small items.

Pack contains:
- RECARO Monza Nova 1s
- Child-monitoring mirror
- Seat cover
- Protective loadliner

Price: £270

IBIZA  I  LEON  I  ATECA  I  ALHAMBRA

- RECARO Monza Nova 1s
  - RECARO Monza Nova 1s for ages birth up to 15 months.

- Child-monitoring mirror
  - Keep a closer eye on the kids in the back with this useful mirror. Think twice to the windshield or the dashboard using a suction-cup mounting.

- Seat cover
  - Available cover that is easy to clean. Adapted for use in combination with any child seat. The three built-in net bags are useful for storing small items.

Pack contains:
- RECARO Monza Nova 1s
- Child-monitoring mirror
- Seat cover
- Protective loadliner

Price: £350

IBIZA  I  LEON  I  ATECA  I  ALHAMBRA

- RECARO Monza Nova 2s
  - RECARO Monza Nova 2s for ages from 9 months – 12 years. With integrated SEATFIX makes ISOFIX ready.

- Child-monitoring mirror
  - Keep a closer eye on the kids in the back with this useful mirror. Think twice to the windshield or the dashboard using a suction-cup mounting.

- Seat cover
  - Available cover that is easy to clean. Adapted for use in combination with any child seat. The three built-in net bags are useful for storing small items.

Pack contains:
- RECARO Monza Nova 2s
- Child-monitoring mirror
- Seat cover
- Protective loadliner

Price: £320

IBIZA  I  LEON  I  ATECA  I  ALHAMBRA
**Pet packs.**

- **Seat protection pack**
  - Protect your vehicle's interior from scratches, damp or hair.

- **Luggage protection pack**
  - Prevents damage to the back of your vehicle.
  - Perfect for carrying animals.

---

**SEAT ACCESSORY PACKS**

Keep everything in its place with these practical accessories.

- **Luggage protection pack**
  - Cargo separation grille
  - Protective luggage compartment lining

- **Seat protection pack**
  - Cargo separation grille
  - Protective seat cover

---

**Business pack.**

- **Headrest clothes hanger**
  - Suitable for front and rear seats.

- **Pen and notepad**
  - Matt and smooth surfaced notebook.

- **Power bank**
  - 3-in-1 cable for iPhone 5, 4 or USB. Includes USB adapters and a car lighter adapter.

---

**LUGGAGE/SEAT PROTECTION PACK**

- **Cargo separation grille**
- **Protective luggage compartment lining**
- **Protective seat cover**
- **Cargo separation grille**
- **Protective seat cover**

---

**BUSINESS PACK**

- **Hook for headrest**
- **Pen and notepad**
- **Power bank**
- **Umbrella**

---

Keep your best friend happy in the back with the seat protection pack or protect the luggage compartment lining or protective seat cover. To protect the rear seats of your vehicle and prevent damage due to scratches, damp or hair, the most practical solution is the protective car seat cover. Take your pet with you and forget about cleaning the vehicle each time you go out.

Perfect for carrying animals. Completely covers the boot floor and sides preventing animal fur and dirt from becoming attached. Waterproof and prevents any damp from seeping through.

To protect the rear seats of your vehicle and prevent damage due to scratches, damp or hair, the most practical solution is the protective car seat cover. Take your pet with you and forget about cleaning the vehicle each time you go out.

Keep your best friend happy in the back with this grille, separating the boot from the rear passenger space. Made of a black powder coated tubular frame with wire mesh, install behind the rear seat.

Keep your best friend happy in the back with this grille, separating the boot from the rear passenger space. Made of a black powder coated tubular frame with wire mesh, install behind the rear seat.

Make sure your best friend is comfortable in the back with our cargo separation grille and protective luggage compartment lining or protective seat cover. To protect the rear seats of your vehicle and prevent damage due to scratches, damp or hair, the most practical solution is the protective seat cover. Take your pet with you and forget about cleaning the vehicle each time you go out.

Make sure your best friend is comfortable in the back with our cargo separation grille and protective luggage compartment lining or protective seat cover. To protect the rear seats of your vehicle and prevent damage due to scratches, damp or hair, the most practical solution is the protective seat cover. Take your pet with you and forget about cleaning the vehicle each time you go out.

Your vehicle's interior will be protected from scratches, damp or hair with the protective seat cover. To protect the rear seats of your vehicle and prevent damage due to scratches, damp or hair, the most practical solution is the protective seat cover. Take your pet with you and forget about cleaning the vehicle each time you go out.

Your vehicle's interior will be protected from scratches, damp or hair with the protective seat cover. To protect the rear seats of your vehicle and prevent damage due to scratches, damp or hair, the most practical solution is the protective seat cover. Take your pet with you and forget about cleaning the vehicle each time you go out.

Your vehicle's interior will be protected from scratches, damp or hair with the protective seat cover. To protect the rear seats of your vehicle and prevent damage due to scratches, damp or hair, the most practical solution is the protective seat cover. Take your pet with you and forget about cleaning the vehicle each time you go out.

Your vehicle's interior will be protected from scratches, damp or hair with the protective seat cover. To protect the rear seats of your vehicle and prevent damage due to scratches, damp or hair, the most practical solution is the protective seat cover. Take your pet with you and forget about cleaning the vehicle each time you go out.

Your vehicle's interior will be protected from scratches, damp or hair with the protective seat cover. To protect the rear seats of your vehicle and prevent damage due to scratches, damp or hair, the most practical solution is the protective seat cover. Take your pet with you and forget about cleaning the vehicle each time you go out.

Your vehicle's interior will be protected from scratches, damp or hair with the protective seat cover. To protect the rear seats of your vehicle and prevent damage due to scratches, damp or hair, the most practical solution is the protective seat cover. Take your pet with you and forget about cleaning the vehicle each time you go out.

Your vehicle's interior will be protected from scratches, damp or hair with the protective seat cover. To protect the rear seats of your vehicle and prevent damage due to scratches, damp or hair, the most practical solution is the protective seat cover. Take your pet with you and forget about cleaning the vehicle each time you go out.

Your vehicle's interior will be protected from scratches, damp or hair with the protective seat cover. To protect the rear seats of your vehicle and prevent damage due to scratches, damp or hair, the most practical solution is the protective seat cover. Take your pet with you and forget about cleaning the vehicle each time you go out.

Your vehicle's interior will be protected from scratches, damp or hair with the protective seat cover. To protect the rear seats of your vehicle and prevent damage due to scratches, damp or hair, the most practical solution is the protective seat cover. Take your pet with you and forget about cleaning the vehicle each time you go out.

Your vehicle's interior will be protected from scratches, damp or hair with the protective seat cover. To protect the rear seats of your vehicle and prevent damage due to scratches, damp or hair, the most practical solution is the protective seat cover. Take your pet with you and forget about cleaning the vehicle each time you go out.

Your vehicle's interior will be protected from scratches, damp or hair with the protective seat cover. To protect the rear seats of your vehicle and prevent damage due to scratches, damp or hair, the most practical solution is the protective seat cover. Take your pet with you and forget about cleaning the vehicle each time you go out.

Your vehicle's interior will be protected from scratches, damp or hair with the protective seat cover. To protect the rear seats of your vehicle and prevent damage due to scratches, damp or hair, the most practical solution is the protective seat cover. Take your pet with you and forget about cleaning the vehicle each time you go out.

Your vehicle's interior will be protected from scratches, damp or hair with the protective seat cover. To protect the rear seats of your vehicle and prevent damage due to scratches, damp or hair, the most practical solution is the protective seat cover. Take your pet with you and forget about cleaning the vehicle each time you go out.

Your vehicle's interior will be protected from scratches, damp or hair with the protective seat cover. To protect the rear seats of your vehicle and prevent damage due to scratches, damp or hair, the most practical solution is the protective seat cover. Take your pet with you and forget about cleaning the vehicle each time you go out.

Your vehicle's interior will be protected from scratches, damp or hair with the protective seat cover. To protect the rear seats of your vehicle and prevent damage due to scratches, damp or hair, the most practical solution is the protective seat cover. Take your pet with you and forget about cleaning the vehicle each time you go out.

Your vehicle's interior will be protected from scratches, damp or hair with the protective seat cover. To protect the rear seats of your vehicle and prevent damage due to scratches, damp or hair, the most practical solution is the protective seat cover. Take your pet with you and forget about cleaning the vehicle each time you go out.

Your vehicle's interior will be protected from scratches, damp or hair with the protective seat cover. To protect the rear seats of your vehicle and prevent damage due to scratches, damp or hair, the most practical solution is the protective seat cover. Take your pet with you and forget about cleaning the vehicle each time you go out.
A pack full of the latest practical SEAT accessories gadgets to keep your car organised and functional, including the latest espresso machine.

GADGET PACK

Power bank
Power banks in zippered case. 3-in-1 cable for iPhone 5, 4 and micro USB. Plug adapter. Car lighter adapter. White case, power bank and accessories. SEAT branded power bank and case.

HEADREST CLOTHES HANGER
This two-piece set ensures you can hang your clothes and eliminate wrinkles on your journey. Allows you to arrive at your destination crease-free.

TABLET SEAT MOUNT
The rear seat entertainment cradle creates easy viewing and access for an iPad from the rear seat of your SEAT. Available for iPad2, 3, 4, Air, Mini and Galaxy Tab. Attaches to base module.

HOOK FOR HEADREST
Keep things nice and tidy in your car with this easy to fit headrest hook. This set mounts onto the front seat headrest posts and allows you to hang up to 2 kg. Attaches to base module.

ESPRESSO MACHINE
The AutoSet espresso maker is the highlight of the gadget pack. Enjoy a good espresso with a fantastic crema. So whether you’re heading off on holidays, returning from a long walk or about to go home for the evening, this espresso maker is just what you need.

TRAVEL PACK

UMBRELLA
A stylish and practical umbrella to match your SEAT. Insulated with a thermoregulator to keep rain and sun at bay.

POWER BANK

TORCH
Black lightweight torch made of aluminium with clipping. LED lighting. Distance: 10m. Waterproof. Black rubber included. Measures 5.5 cm wide, 15 cm high.
EXTERIOR STYLE

Add some extra attention.

These made-for-SEAT styling accessories have been designed in order to create a truly sensational experience – unique design combined with sportiness with elegance of movement. Each component has been specifically designed to enhance the car’s aerodynamic performance. Adding to the car’s sporty feel when driving, hugging bends and reducing aerodynamic drag.

EXTERIOR STYLE

Front lip

For the sporty look with this aerodynamically designed front lip that complements the original front of your SEAT.

LEON SC | LEON ST

Rear bumper

The rear bumper houses all the sporty power of your SEAT and offers a truly sensational experience – unique design combined with sportiness with elegance of movement.

LEON SC | LEON ST

Side skirts*

Side skirts emphasise a vehicle’s lines, giving a dynamic side view with ground-hugging contours.

MII | IBIZA | LEON SC | LEON ST

*Side skirts not shown

Sport exhaust pipe trim

The high-gloss chrome-plated stainless steel tailpipe on the double exhaust tailpipes underscores the sporty character of your SEAT’s performance; both in combination with the rear bumper.

LEON SC | LEON ST

Tailgate spoiler

Aerodynamic, impact-resistant, tough yet sleek, tailgate spoiler. Whether used on its own or in combination with other styling accessories, it makes for a stunning impression.

MII | IBIZA | LEON SC | LEON ST

Side blades

Model type-specific side blade with sporty design for lower side area of the vehicle to underline side view.

LEON SC | LEON ST

LEON 5DR

Tailgate spoiler

Aerodynamic, impact-resistant, tough yet sleek, tailgate spoiler. Whether used on its own or in combination with other styling accessories, it makes for a stunning impression.

MII | IBIZA | LEON SC | LEON ST

EXTERIOR STYLE

Side skirts*

Side skirts emphasise a vehicle’s lines, giving a dynamic side view with ground-hugging contours.

MII | IBIZA | LEON SC | LEON ST

*Side skirts not shown

These made-for-SEAT styling accessories have been designed in order to create a truly sensational experience – unique design combined with sportiness with elegance of movement. Each component has been specifically designed to enhance the car’s aerodynamic performance. Adding to the car’s sporty feel when driving, hugging bends and reducing aerodynamic drag.
EXTERIOR STYLE

**Front styling trim**
Decorative front part, accessorise the front bumper to add off-road design.

**Front styling colour insert**
Front styling colour insert available in 4 colours; Samoa Orange, Connect Blue, Crossover Silver and Emocion Red.

**Rear styling trim**
Decorative rear part, accessorise the rear bumper to add off-road design. Dependent on your SEAT model. Speak to your dealer for details.

**Rear styling colour insert**
Rear styling colour insert available in 4 colours; Samoa Orange, Connect Blue, Crossover Silver and Emocion Red.

**Wing mirror covers**
Available in; Samoa Orange, Connect Blue, Crossover Silver and Emocion Red.

---

**Rear styling kit in Crossover Silver**
Customise your Ateca with these aerodynamic and impact resistant accessories. Turn heads with its low profile and sporty lines. Available in 4 colours, Samoa Orange, Connect Blue, Crossover Silver and Emocion Red.

---

**Side door mouldings**
Side moulding consisting of two pieces that cover the lower area of the doors. Silver colour. Provides strength and design to the side of the vehicle.

**Hatchback moulding**
Designed to give the right touch of style for the rear of the vehicle, the silver moulding will make it shine with stance.

---

**Rear styling trim**
Decorative rear part, accessorise the rear bumper to add off-road design. Dependent on your SEAT model. Speak to your dealer for details.

**Rear styling colour insert**
Rear styling colour insert available in 4 colours; Samoa Orange, Connect Blue, Crossover Silver and Emocion Red.

**Wing mirror covers**
Available in; Samoa Orange, Connect Blue, Crossover Silver and Emocion Red.
**EXTERIOR STYLE**

Decorative stickers

Set of decorative exterior adhesives containing two pieces for the bonnet, two lines for each side of the doors and the tailgate. Vehicle shown: Anthracite coloured vinyl with Silver trim. Also available in Connect Blue, Samoa Orange and Emocion Red.

ATECA

**EXTERIOR STYLE**

Front grille moulding

Front moulding consisting of one piece that covers the outer edge of the lower front grille. Provides a design feature to the front of the vehicle.

ATECA

**EXTERIOR STYLE**

Fog light moulding

Front moulding consisting of one piece that covers the outer edge of the fog light. Provides strength and design to the front of the vehicle.

ATECA

**EXTERIOR STYLE**

Sport exhausts

This exhaust system is made up of two matt polished full working pipes. Sport exhausts not compatible with virtual pedal or 4WD. Only applicable with rear styling trim (sold separately).

ATECA

**EXTERIOR STYLE**

Sport exhausts details

- 1.0 TSI 85 kw exhausts
- 1.6 TDI 85 kw exhausts
- 1.4 ACT 110 kw exhausts

ATECA

**EXTERIOR STYLE**

Decorative stickers

Set of decorative exterior adhesives containing two pieces for the bonnet, two lines for each side of the doors and the tailgate. Vehicle shown: Anthracite coloured vinyl with Silver trim. Also available in Connect Blue, Samoa Orange and Emocion Red.

ATECA
For maximum personalisation — adding sporty and purposeful stance — choose your alloy style to make your car as unique as you are.

Alloys.

19” ALLOY WHEEL
Connect Blue Diamond Cut
ATECA

19” ALLOY WHEEL
Samoa Orange Diamond Cut
ATECA

19” ALLOY WHEEL
Emocion Red Diamond Cut
ATECA

19” ALLOY WHEEL
Matt Silver
ATECA

18” ALLOY WHEEL
Shiny Silver
ATECA

18” ALLOY WHEEL
Black Diamond Cut
ATECA

18” ALLOY WHEEL
Black X-PERIENCE
LEON X-PERIENCE

18” ALLOY WHEEL
Titanium Grey
LEON SC | LEON 5DR | LEON ST

18” ALLOY WHEEL
Black
LEON SC | LEON 5DR | LEON ST

19” ALLOY WHEEL
CUPRacer Orange
LEON SC | LEON 5DR | LEON ST

19” ALLOY WHEEL
CUPRacer Black
LEON SC | LEON 5DR | LEON ST

EXTERIOR STYLE
Anti-theft wheel bolts

EXTERIOR STYLE
Valve caps (set of four)

EXTERIOR STYLE
Anti-theft wheel bolts

EXTERIOR STYLE
Valve caps (set of four)
INTERIOR STYLE

Interior Styling

Interior decorative set applied to door trim with or without ambient lighting, steering wheel trim, dashboard trim, air-conditioning trim and centre console trim with or without KESSY.

Available in a range of colour choices.

Door trim
Steering wheel trim
Dashboard trim
Air-conditioning trim
Centre console trim

This is your world.
Spherical aluminium gear knob
TOLEDO  |  LEON

Sport tornado aluminium/red gear knob
TOLEDO  |  LEON

Aluminium/red leather gear knob
IBIZA

Aluminium gear knob
IBIZA

Samoa orange gear knob
Other colour options are available.

INTERIOR STYLE
Gear knobs
Add a sporty touch with a choice of 5-speed or 6-speed gear knobs available in various colours.

INTERIOR STYLE
Foil sill guards
Black adhesive sheet that includes the model name, adapted to the shape of the sill guard to protect passengers’ entrance areas.

INTERIOR STYLE
Illuminated sill guards
Sill guards for the entrance area with the model name lit up.
Activated when the door is opened for 40 seconds and remains switched off when the door is closed. No electrical installation.

INTERIOR STYLE
Stainless steel look sill guards
Stainless steel sill that is fitted over the entrance area of the front doors. Includes black painted decorative line and the logo of the car. Protects the entrance area against scratches.

INTERIOR STYLE
Key covers
The decorative key cover perfectly protects the electrical device and gives it a very unique look and feel.

INTERIOR STYLE
This is personal. So flaunt your individuality with stunning interior styling that makes a bold statement about who you are. Whether you add sporty touches or elegant extras to reflect your personality, every interior styling accessory fits seamlessly with your vehicle and oozes the quality you expect from SEAT.
Roof bars
Innovative self-locating front and rear roof bars with an anti-troll system — designed to be strong, durable and easy to install.

Ski/snowboard holder
Aluminium rack with plastic covering and rubber supports. For four/six skis or two/four snowboards. Requires roof bars (sold separately).

Surfboard holder
Includes four plastic supports that adapt to the shape of the surfboard. For transporting one or two surfboards. Requires roof bars (sold separately).

Roof box

Bike holder
Aerodynamic aluminium frame for transporting bikes. With anti-theft locking device. Folded together with inferior brace supports.

Tow bar rear bike holder
Foldable safety helmet holder that attaches to your tow bar. Steel, for transporting 2 bikes. Steel extension available for the rear of the vehicle. Incl. rear pilot lights, 13 pin connection system and mounting instructions.

Folding tow bar
Tow bar that can be folded in a matter of seconds with quick-release points.

Detachable tow bar
Removable tow bar with security system. A colour indicator system makes for easy placement of the hook.

Folding tow bar
Tow bar that can be folded manually or electrically with additional parts.

Detachable tow bar
Removable tow bar with security system. A colour indicator system makes for easy placement of the hook.

Roof bars
Innovative self-locating front and rear roof bars with an anti-troll system — designed to be strong, durable and easy to install.

Ski/snowboard holder
Aluminium rack with plastic covering and rubber supports. For four/six skis or two/four snowboards. Requires roof bars (sold separately).

Surfboard holder
Includes four plastic supports that adapt to the shape of the surfboard. For transporting one or two surfboards. Requires roof bars (sold separately).

Roof box

Bike holder
Aerodynamic aluminium frame for transporting bikes. With anti-theft locking device. Folded together with inferior brace supports.

Tow bar rear bike holder
Foldable safety helmet holder that attaches to your tow bar. Steel, for transporting 2 bikes. Steel extension available for the rear of the vehicle. Incl. rear pilot lights, 13 pin connection system and mounting instructions.

Folding tow bar
Tow bar that can be folded in a matter of seconds with quick-release points.

Detachable tow bar
Removable tow bar with security system. A colour indicator system makes for easy placement of the hook.
TOURING
Securing boot net
Black flexible luggage net used to help hold luggage in place. Hooks to anchors, with four fastening points.
TOLEDO I LEON (NOT X-PERIENCE AND ST) I ATECA

TOURING
Boot organiser
Make sure the items in your boot are held securely with the boot organiser.
Mii I IBIZA I LEON I ALHAMBRA

TOURING
Headrest clothes hanger
This two-piece set mounts easily on the front seat headrests and allows you to hang up to 2kg. Base模块 required (not supplied).
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TOURING
Spare wheel kit
Please consult your dealer for which wheel size your car requires. Not suitable for vehicles with battery mounted in boot.
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TOURING
Boot tray organiser
To ensure the items in your boot are held, protected and organised it well. These organisers can be arranged in a variety of ways.
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TOURING
Cool/warm box 15 litres
Perfect for keeping food and drinks cool, ideal for summer or a long journey. Use anywhere in the car, and also ideal to bring your food warm. Conveniently secured in the car by the standard safety belt.
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TOURING
Side sun shades
Protective blinds for side windows on both doors and quarter glass, exclusive to the model. The blinds provide sun protection, improving the climate conditions inside the vehicle.
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TOURING
Rear sun shade
Sun protection blind for the luggage compartment and rear window of the model. The blind provides sun protection, improving the climate conditions inside the vehicle.
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TOURING Espresso machine
Enjoy a good espresso with a fantastic crema. Be whether you’re heading off on holidays, returning home after a long walk or about to go home for the evening, this espresso maker is just what you need.

TOURING Hook for headrest
Keep things nice and tidy in your car with this easy to fit headrest hook. It can be easily fitted to the front seat headrest posts and allows you to hang up to 2 kg. Base module required (sold separately).

TOURING Round storage compartment
Innovative, leather-bound storage compartment for your mobile, pens, business and credit cards and more. Mounted on the front central console.

TOURING Cup holder organiser
Multifunctional storage device for objects mounted on the central console. Innovative shape holds a lot in a small space.

TOURING Net between seats
Elastic net with several spaces for storage. The net can be fixed between the front seats.

TOURING Securing straps – non-ratchet
Includes two wide and two narrow straps with tensioning mechanism to fix objects onto roof bars. Comprises: two straps 35mm wide x 4m long, securing capacity 500kg, and two straps 25mm wide x 3m long, securing capacity 290kg.

TOURING Securing straps – ratchet
For securing heavy loads. Includes two hooks, one ratchet and one pawl, strap 25mm wide x 5m long.

TOURING Headrest clothes hanger
Chrome-plated hanger with double adjustment. The net assembly can be easily fitted to the front seat headrest posts.

TOURING Net between seats
Elastic net with several spaces for storage. The net can be fixed between the front seats.

TOURING Hook for headrest
Keep things nice and tidy in your car with this easy to fit headrest hook. It can be easily fitted to the front seat headrest posts and allows you to hang up to 2 kg. Base module required (sold separately).
PROTECT AND CARE

Mud flaps
Protects the car body from mud and dirt projected by the front and rear wheels during driving. They thus help to protect the car body, reducing the chance of road chip damage.

PROTECT AND CARE

Rear bumper protective moulding
Rear moulding consisting of soft material prevents the boot from being scratched or damaged. The rear bumper is protected with a soft foam to enable easy access to the car boot place in the luggage compartment. Cover is clean material with polished finish.

PROTECT AND CARE

Foam protective tray
Foam tray for protection of load surface. Adapted to boot dimensions.

PROTECT AND CARE

Protective luggage compartment lining
Perfect for carrying animals. Completely covers the mat and sides preventing animal fur and dirt from becoming attached. Waterproof and prevents any damp from seeping through.

PROTECT AND CARE

Boot organiser
Aluminium divider to organise the space in the vehicle’s luggage compartment, and ensure the load doesn’t slide around. The divider can be fitted along the outer edge of the floor panel with clips, whilst the telescopic bar of the removable luggage compartment module ensures it's safety secured. Only available for luggage compartment with double level.

PROTECT AND CARE

Mud flaps
Protects the car body from mud and dirt projected by the front and rear wheels during driving. They thus help to prevent scratches, damp or hair on the rear seats of your vehicle and prevent damage due to scratches, damp or hair, the most practical solution is the protective car seat cover. Take your pet with you and forget about cleaning the vehicle each time you go out.

PROTECT AND CARE

Cargo separation grille
Keep your best friend happy in the back with this grille, separating the boot from the rear passenger space. Made of a black powder coated tubular frame with wire mesh, install behind the rear seat.

PROTECT AND CARE

Rear bumper protective moulding
Protective seat cover for dogs

PROTECT AND CARE

Protective boot tray
Flexible piece of protective rubber that perfectly fits and protects the boot area.

PROTECT AND CARE

Cargo separation grille

PROTECT AND CARE

Carpet mat set
Carpet mats to protect the seat, floor and carpet and on non-slip and shaped felt. Set of four with model name on driver and front passenger area.

PROTECT AND CARE

Rubber mat set
These tough rubber mats are designed specifically for your SEAT model. Secure the Rubbers by use with a paper thin surface to protect the car’s interior.

PROTECT AND CARE

Carpet mat set

PROTECT AND CARE

Carpet mat set

PROTECT AND CARE

Carpet mat set

PROTECT AND CARE

Carpet mat set

PROTECT AND CARE

Carpet mat set
Autoglym LifeShine

PROTECT AND CARE

Carbon Shield Technology™

LIFESHINE IS TOUGHER.

Bodywork shampoo conditioner

To restore and enrich the car's surface. Use on all types of car paintwork. LifeShine is available in a highly concentrated formula, designed to be used neat or diluted as required.

Bodywork sealant

To protect and enrich the car's surface. LifeShine is available in a highly concentrated formula, designed to be used neat or diluted as required.

Interior protectant

Suitable for all fabric and leather. Use dry or apply with a soft cloth. A It forms a long-lasting water and dirt repellent coating on all types of leather and vinyl, and also on carpet and upholstery. It leaves car interiors looking fresh and new.

Interior protector

Suitable for all fabric and leather. Use dry or apply with a soft cloth. A It forms a long-lasting water and dirt repellent coating on all types of leather and vinyl, and also on carpet and upholstery. It leaves car interiors looking fresh and new.

Interior conditioner

Suitable for all types of leather. Use dry or apply with a soft cloth. A It forms a long-lasting water and dirt repellent coating on all types of leather and vinyl, and also on carpet and upholstery. It leaves car interiors looking fresh and new.

Perfect polishing cloths

In pack

Using the correct mixture of polishing cloths is essential for a perfect shine. These 100% cotton materials, suitable for any of Autoglym’s sealants, have perfect texture density and are designed to prevent scratches and marks. As you drive, the easy-to-clean cloths keep the surface perfectly clean and free from scratches.

Vinyl & rubber care

Scented

Vinyl and rubber care products keep all types of vinyl and rubber in perfect condition, ensuring the vehicle’s interior will continue to look great and keep dust and dirt out of the car’s cabin.

Fast glass

Scented

Fast Glass is a highly effective cleaner formulated to remove dirt, grease, tar and road film from any glass surface. It leaves glass sparkling clean and free of streaks and smears.

High definition wax

Scented

Autoglym LifeShine

PROTECT AND CARE

Autoglym complimentary aftercare kit.

Gifting a great small’s extra copy like this... whatever you use them for, it’s just an extra bit of love and a bit of home. Now, those little things really matter for the results of Autoglym Care products, there’s just no going back.

It’s a passion for perfection.

We’re all car enthusiasts, and the passion for perfection that we all share is what makes us different. It’s that combination of dedication, care and attention to detail that sets us apart from the rest. It’s that commitment to excellence that makes us the best at what we do.

Lifeshine by Autoglym offers an advanced system of protective treatments to keep your car in top condition for the lifetime of your ownership. From harsh motorway contaminants and acid rain to unwanted mucky fingers or a coffee spill on the seats, LifeShine ensures maximum protection for your vehicle from day one.

LifeShine treatments are used to prepare your new car to the highest standards to maintain the vehicle’s appearance and retain resale value.
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Lifeshine by Autoglym offers an advanced system of protective treatments to keep your car in top condition for the lifetime of your ownership. From harsh motorway contaminants and acid rain to unwanted mucky fingers or a coffee spill on the seats, LifeShine ensures maximum protection for your vehicle from day one.

LifeShine treatments are used to prepare your new car to the highest standards to maintain the vehicle’s appearance and retain resale value.

Autoglym LifeShine

PROTECT AND CARE

Autoglym car care

Interior protector

Suitable for all fabric and leather. Use dry or apply with a soft cloth. A It forms a long-lasting water and dirt repellent coating on all types of leather and vinyl, and also on carpet and upholstery. It leaves car interiors looking fresh and new.

Interior protectant

Suitable for all fabric and leather. Use dry or apply with a soft cloth. A It forms a long-lasting water and dirt repellent coating on all types of leather and vinyl, and also on carpet and upholstery. It leaves car interiors looking fresh and new.

Interior conditioner

Suitable for all types of leather. Use dry or apply with a soft cloth. A It forms a long-lasting water and dirt repellent coating on all types of leather and vinyl, and also on carpet and upholstery. It leaves car interiors looking fresh and new.

Perfect polishing cloths

In pack

Using the correct mixture of polishing cloths is essential for a perfect shine. These 100% cotton materials, suitable for any of Autoglym’s sealants, have perfect texture density and are designed to prevent scratches and marks. As you drive, the easy-to-clean cloths keep the surface perfectly clean and free from scratches.

Vinyl & rubber care

Scented

Vinyl and rubber care products keep all types of vinyl and rubber in perfect condition, ensuring the vehicle’s interior will continue to look great and keep dust and dirt out of the car’s cabin.

Fast glass

Scented

Fast Glass is a highly effective cleaner formulated to remove dirt, grease, tar and road film from any glass surface. It leaves glass sparkling clean and free of streaks and smears.

High definition wax

Scented
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INFOTAINMENT
Get connected.

INFOTAINMENT
Full Link software upgrade

Full Link is an innovative technology that keeps the driver connected to their phone without compromising on safety.

The system works via your phone’s display in the car’s infotainment system, and displays ‘driver approved’ apps such as messaging, navigation, music, news and more.

How does it work?
To use Full Link, you must use a USB charging cable with your phone, plug your phone into a SEAT car with a generation II infotainment system and Full Link installed.

Depending on your model, the Full Link works with any of these in-car apps:
/ Mirrorlink works with the latest Android phones as an extension of the phone, and works with SEAT Connect, the SEAT Drive app and other SEAT apps.
/ Android Auto works with the latest Android phones (running lollipop 5.0 or higher) to mirror the phone screen. It can work with Google Maps, Google Play Music and various other Android apps. Each action is voice controlled to minimize driver distractions.
/ Apple CarPlay works with the iPhone 5 and later generations. It can work with Apple Maps, messages and Apple Music.
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INFOTAINMENT
Tablet seat mount

The rear seat entertainment cradle creates easy viewing and access for an iPad from the rear seat of your SEAT. Available for iPad2 to 4, Air, Mini and Samsung Galaxy Tab. Requires base module.
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INFOTAINMENT
Power bank

Power bank in zipped case. 3-in-1 cable for iPhone 5, 6 and micro USB. Plug adapter. Car lighter adapter. White case, power bank and accessories. SEAT branded power bank and case.
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INFOTAINMENT
4-port passenger charger

2 front seat USB ports charge smartphones at optimum speeds with shared 2.4A, while the extendable hub allows backseat passengers to charge 2 tablets simultaneously at 2.4A per port, perfect for watching movies on long road trips.
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INFOTAINMENT
Built-in sat-nav updates

Map updates are available twice a year. Please speak to your SEAT retailer for more information on how to update your built-in sat-nav. Prices vary depending on model.
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Nextbase Car Dash Cam

With a new design, the 212’s Powered Magnetic Click & Go Mount makes installation easier and cleaner. The mount is easy to install and remove. The magnetic mount system allows simple and quick installation and removal without the need to drill holes or use sticky adhesive. The Easy Click & Go Mounting system uses magnets and powered touch points in the mount, allowing the dash cam itself to be free from wires, making instant removal and re-application of the device simple and quick – the ultimate in convenience.

Key Features
- 212 dash cam comes complete with a 32GB SD card and a 12V charger
- Supports all existing Nextbase Carry cases
- GPS data records speed and location information
- Key features
  - Wide angle view with full 1080p High Definition recording every 30fps
  - Large, bright and clear 2.7” 16:9 LED screen making menu selection and setup easy
  - Advanced Sony Exmor sensor provides the ultimate in picture clarity
  - Advanced Tone Control preserves the ultimate in picture clarity
  - Antiglare polarising filter to cut out windscreen reflection
  - World’s first dash cam with anti glare polarising filter to minimise windscreen reflection and ensure a gift of the very best picture quality

The 212 is to be released mid-2018 dash cam in the UK. It has been recognised as the best dash cam in the UK by major motor media. It is built this year and is the smallest dash cam on the UK market, it is small in size but big in features.

The 212 is more than just a dash cam – it offers numerous safety features too: lane departure warning, forward collision warning, vehicle in-front movement warning, remains active when the driver is absent from the vehicle. The Advanced Lane Guidance helps you prepare for exits and intersections by clearly highlighting the correct driving lane for your planned route.

The Nextbase 512G is the next generation dash cam – it offers numerous safety features too: lane departure warning, forward collision warning, vehicle in-front movement warning, remains active when the driver is absent from the vehicle. The Advanced Lane Guidance helps you prepare for exits and intersections by clearly highlighting the correct driving lane for your planned route.

Its 1080p HD footage filmed through Six-Element Sharp Lenses make it the best HD dash cam at its price point. A perfect choice for the newer driver.

The 402G is the best reviewed dash cam in the UK. It has been recognised as the best dash cam in the UK by major motor media. It is built this year and is the smallest dash cam on the UK market, it is small in size but big in features.

The key features that previously were only found in top end digital camcorders.

The Nextbase 512G is the worlds first dash cam with an anti glare polarising filter to cut out windscreen reflection and ensure a gift of the very best picture quality.

It has been recognised as the best dash cam in the UK by major motor media. Its 1080p Full HD footage filmed through Six-Element Sharp Lenses make it the best HD dash cam at its price point. A perfect choice for the newer driver.

The 312GW features inbuilt Wi-Fi, allowing you to download footage to a smartphone before easily sharing it with friends, family, an insurance firm or the police.

The Nextbase app becomes your personal mobile dash cam. After using the Wi-Fi to connect to an iOS or Android device, the Nextbase app lets you view the latest video, manage video files, view your geo-tagged footage and ensures that your video is protected.

SOS data protection prevents the impact/event recording from being deleted.

The 312GW is the worlds first dash cam with an anti glare polarising filter to cut out windscreen reflection and ensure a gift of the very best picture quality.
SAFETY
Vehicle safety kit
Complete SEAT safety kit which includes these essential items: warning triangle, high visibility vest, first aid kit and torch. The kit comes in a red SEAT-branded bag which fits safely into the boot of your car.

SAFETY
Folding shovel
Pointed black shovel (triangular shaped) that folds into three parts (shovel, central bar and triangular handle). Adjustment nut on central bar to secure shovel and handle. Saw on one full side (side and tip). Black case with overlap close.

SAFETY
Speed control activation pack
Allows you to select and set a maximum speed to suit particular driving conditions, for example, when towing, on motorways, or through temporary roadworks. Check compatibility with your SEAT dealer.

SAFETY
Tiredness recognition system
The system detects if the driver is feeling tired by analysing steering wheel movements. If the system detects drowsy behaviour, the system sends an audible and visual alert.

SAFETY
Jump start kit
An independent energy unit to charge tablets or mobile phones and can be used as a flashlight. It provides protection against short-circuits, over-charging and discharging. There are two different batteries available to choose from.

SAFETY
High-visibility vest
Compulsory in a number of EU countries including Italy, Spain, Portugal, Austria, France and Croatia.

SAFETY
First aid kit
A first aid kit is compulsory in Austria, Germany, and several Eastern European countries.

SAFETY
Warning triangle
Warning triangles are a legal requirement in a number of EU countries including France.

SAFETY
Jump start kit
An independent energy unit to charge tablets or mobile phones and can be used as a flashlight. It provides protection against short-circuits, over-charging and discharging. There are two different batteries available to choose from.

SAFETY
Torch
Black penlight made of aluminium with gripping clip. 70 lumens LED lighting. Distance: 55m. Batteries: 2xAAA Alkaline included. Diameter: 1.7cm. Length: 13.7cm.

SAFETY
Key Finder
You will be alerted if you move too far from your keys or you can make the keys beep in order to find them more easily. After downloading the application, activate your Bluetooth.

SAFETY
Ice scraper
Remove heavy snow easily from roof, bonnet and bagage compartmen of your vehicle. The blade is corded to extend to c.18" allowing maximum reach.
**RECARO Privia**

- **Group:** 0+
- **Age:** up to 15 months
- **Weight:** up to 13 kg
- **Compatible with RECARO fix base:**
- **Hero Safety System:** stops harness from twisting, easy to buckle, shoulder belts and headrest paddings form one unit. RECARO SMARTfit System with single hand release to remove from RECARO fix base — test winner in combination with RECARO Privia.
- **Colourways available:** Graphite

**RECARO Young Sport Hero**

- **Groups:** I-III
- **Age:** approx. 9 months – 12 years
- **Weight:** 9 – 36 kg
- **For use with your car’s three-point safety belt.**
- **Integrated five-point belt for additional safety (Group 1).**
- **Not compatible with RECARO fix base.**
- **Hero Safety System:** stops harness from twisting, easy to buckle, shoulder belts and headrest paddings form one unit. Extra padding on shoulder straps. Seat grows with the child from 9 months to 12 years. Innovative belt clip for easy closing and fixation, insert cushion for smaller children.
- **Various colourways are available — speak to your Dealer for more information.**

**RECARO Monza Nova IS (with Seatfix)**

- **Groups:** I-III
- **Age:** approx. 9 months – 12 years
- **Weight:** 9 – 36 kg
- **Integrated SEATFIX makes ISOFIX-ready.**
- **For Group 1 secure seat with impact shield and vehicle’s seat belt.**
- **For Groups 2–3 secure the child with vehicle 3-point seat belt.**
- **11-position height adjustable headrest.**
- **Integrated RECARO Sound System for audio with integrated speakers.**
- **RECARO Air Circulation System.**
- **Various colourways are available — speak to your Dealer for more information.**

**RECARO Monza Nova 2 (with Seatfix)**

- **Groups:** II-III
- **Age:** approx. 3 – 12 years
- **Weight:** 15 – 36 kg
- **Integrated SEATFIX makes ISOFIX-ready.**
- **Fixed armrests, depth-adjustable headrest.**
- **Integrated RECARO Sound System for audio with integrated speakers.**
- **Outstanding comfort and RECARO Air Circulation System.**

**RECARO fix base for Privia and Optia**

- **To be used in conjunction with RECARO Privia to provide ISOFIX connectivity. Colour indicators show correct installation. One-hand-touch for easy installation.**

**Interior child monitoring mirror**

- Keep a closer eye on the kids in the back with this useful mirror. It fits neatly on the side mirror as the child’s head using a suction-cup mounting.

---

**SAFETY**

**Kids won’t be protected by an adult seatbelt in a crash.** The law states that children under 12 years of age must have a special seat if they’re under 135cm in height and travelling in a car. It’s crucial that you pick the right seat — they’re out there, but the choice is overwhelming. So, take a look at the different types of car seat.

**TYPES OF CHILD CAR SEAT**

- **Baby car seats**
  - These are rear-facing seats for babies.
- **Child car seats**
  - Designed for kids who have outgrown the baby car seats, but aren’t big enough for a booster seat.
- **Booster seats**
  - Does your kid just need a ‘boost’ so that they can safely use an adult seatbelt? Then these are the right option for you.

Some car seats fall into more than one category. That’s because they can be adapted as your child grows. They may cost a little more initially, but long-term, they’re great value.
SEAT is committed to a policy of continuous product development and reserves the right to make changes to specifications, colours and prices without notice. While SEAT makes every effort to ensure that specifications are accurate at the time of publication (March 2017), you should always check with your authorised SEAT dealership for the latest information. Due to limitations of the printing process the colours reproduced in this brochure may vary slightly from the actual paint colour and material. The products shown here are a small sample of the range of SEAT Genuine Accessories and approved accessories available. SEAT Genuine Accessories and SEAT approved accessories availability varies by model and also by body style. Please note that all SEAT Genuine Accessories carry a two-year warranty from the point of purchase. This warranty is extended to three years when bought and fitted before registration of a brand new vehicle. Other accessories featured carry up to two-years warranty.
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